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Abstract 
Österlund, Erik (2019). Going Beyond On-The-Fly Garbage Collection and 
Improving Self-Adaptation with Enhanced Interfaces, Linnaeus University 
Dissertations No 361/2019, ISBN: 978-91-88898-89-0 (print), 978-91-88898-
90-6 (pdf). 

Freeing memory of a lock-free data structure is tedious work. There are 
solutions, but they require lots of manual work and careful thinking. Automatic 
approaches like garbage collection are therefore desirable, but impede the 
progress guarantees of the algorithm. 

Choosing the right data structure based on time complexity and varying levels 
of unexpected concurrency, in third party libraries, is also tedious work, and 
would also benefit from an automatic approach. 

A block-free garbage collection (GC) algorithm was invented that automates 
concurrent memory reclamation, and concurrent memory defragmentation, 
without impeding the non-blocking progress guarantees of the algorithm. The 
algorithm builds on a tighter integration between GC and the operating system 
(OS) as well as just-in-time (JIT) compilers. 

A general solution for creating self-adaptive components was created, allowing 
an automatic selection of appropriate underlying data structure based on 
operations performed and level of contention exposed to. The algorithm builds 
on a tighter integration between the library code and managed runtime. 

It shows that these solutions benefit from a revision of the otherwise strict 
boundaries between the tasks of garbage collection, compilers, operating 
systems (OS), and runtime environment. These boundaries/interfaces are 
pragmatic engineering decisions that can be adapted for good engineering 
purposes. 

Keywords: garbage collection, compiler, runtime, operating system, non-
blocking, context aware composition, self-adaptation, virtual machine 
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Abstract

Freeing memory of a lock-free data structure is tedious work. There
are solutions, but they require lots of manual work and careful thinking.
Automatic approaches like garbage collection are therefore desirable,
but impede the progress guarantees of the algorithm.

Choosing the right data structure based on time complexity and vary-
ing levels of unexpected concurrency, in third party libraries, is also te-
dious work, and would also benefit from an automatic approach.

A block-free garbage collection (GC) algorithm was invented that
automates concurrent memory reclamation, and concurrent memory de-
fragmentation, without impeding the non-blocking progress guarantees
of the algorithm. The algorithm builds on a tighter integration between
GC and the operating system (OS) as well as just-in-time (JIT) compil-
ers.

A general solution for creating self-adaptive components was cre-
ated, allowing an automatic selection of appropriate underlying data
structure based on operations performed and level of contention exposed
to. The algorithm builds on a tighter integration between the library code
and managed runtime.

It shows that these solutions benefit from a revision of the otherwise
strict boundaries between the tasks of garbage collection, compilers, op-
erating systems (OS), and runtime environment. These boundaries/inter-
faces are pragmatic engineering decisions that can be adapted for good
engineering purposes.

Keywords: garbage collection, compiler, runtime, operating system,
non-blocking, context aware composition, self-adaptation, virtual ma-
chine
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software built today is typically built on top of other software. For example, a Java
server application might be running in a web server framework in a Java Virtual
Machine (JVM), which is running on top of an Operating System (OS), running
on top of a hypervisor running on top of a server machine. In this example, one
could view this as technologies layered on top of each other. These layers will be
referred to as a technology stack (cf. Figure 1.1).

Application Software

Software Libraries

Managed Runtime

Operating System

Hardware

Figure 1.1: Different layers of a technology stack.

Each layer of the stack deals with different problems and abstracts them away
from layers below. Each component in this technology stack has knowledge about
concepts and models managed by that component. Some of that knowledge is
shared, and some is encapsulated and hidden. For example the process model ex-
poses well chosen information regarding processes, and deliberately hides others.
The author had the pleasure of meeting Roger Faulkner, and worked in his team,
before he passed away. He pioneered the UNIX System V process model and the
file system exposing information about the process model [Fau91]. He told the au-
thor that exposing more information to make software more powerful is easy. The
hardest thing to do is deliberately choosing what not to expose, because it might
constrain a product many years down the line, when circumstances have changed.
Therefore, when considering exposing new information to layers below, it ought
to be weighed carefully against any added constraints.

Between each layer of the technology stack, there are well-defined interfaces
that allows them to safely interact with eachother. That means that information
in each layer is encapsulated from layers below. Therefore, in the design of the
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1 Introduction

interface boundaries in the technology stack, there is a choice of what information
or functionality to expose to the layers below, and what to hide and encapsulate.

The JVM in this example may internally comprise a few Just-In-Time (JIT)
compilers, a few GCs and a managed runtime system. These components also have
interfaces between them. In fact, the author was one of the main driving forces
behind the GC interface of JEP 304 for the HotSpot JVM of OpenJDK [Ken16]
that paved way for the new low latency GCs ZGC and Shenandoah.

The common theme of the papers included in the presented thesis is finding out
if the components in the technology stack may be better integrated by altering their
interfaces, in order to automate difficult and tedious implementation and design
decisions in the development of application software.

An example of a difficult task today is how to free the memory of a com-
ponent with non-blocking progress properties, e.g. a lock-free queue. Ideally,
an automatic memory management system would both collect garbage and de-
fragment memory of the application software seamlessly, without the application
code losing its non-blocking progress properties. The work presented in this the-
sis has made that possible by integrating the GC more tightly with the OS and
JIT-compilers, exploiting knowledge that they possess. The resulting tracing GC
algorithm is the first to go beyond on-the-fly GC (cf. Chapter 3), which has been
the state-of-the-art since the 70’ies.

Another difficult task is choosing the best performant data structure for a given
task. The choice depends on multiple properties such as the size of the data struc-
ture, the operations being performed on it, as well as how many threads operate on
it at the same time. Sometimes these properties are not even known at design-time
of, e.g. a third-party software library. The work presented in this thesis has made
that possible by integrating self-adaptation logic into libraries with the synchro-
nization mechanisms in a virtual machine.

The structure of the remainder of the document is the following: Chapter 2
sets up the scope of the presented thesis with a research question, and describes
the used methodology, Chapter 3 describes the state of the art in this field, Chap-
ter 4 summarizes the papers that are part of the presented thesis, and the chapters
after contain the published papers. Chapter 10 provides some reflections, Chap-
ter 11 concludes the work of this thesis and describes future work that could be
performed in this area.
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Chapter 2

Research Setting

The driving force for this thesis could be formulated as research questions. These
questions and the methodology used to find the answers are outlined below.

2.1 Research Question
There are many things that may be improved by adapting interfaces between tech-
nology components. Therefore, the scope of the research performed in this effort
is narrowed down in the form of the following research questions:

1. Can we achieve automatic improvements in performance and progress prop-
erties of application software by adjusting the interfaces between garbage
collection, compilers, runtime environments and OS?

2. Can we document these improvements in GC and self adaptive components?

The research goals for the research questions above are:

1. Find a non-blocking GC algorithm.

2. Find a mechanism for transforming components automatically to improve
performance.

3. Reflect on the existing interfaces between GC, compilers, OS and runtime
environments and suggest improvements.

The success criteria for the research goals above are:

1. The non-blocking GC algorithm must be (a) fully automated, e.g., no user
annotation is allowed, and (b) practical, i.e., implementable in real-world pro-
gram environments. With non-blocking as the foremost goal, it should be (c)
high-performant and (d) memory efficient.

2. The component transformation must be (a) fully automated and (b) optimize
performance. It should also be (c) development efficient.

3. Suggested improvements of the existing interfaces between compilers, OS
and runtime environments must be realistic, i.e., implementable in real-world
program environments.
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2 Research Setting

2.2 Methodology
Design means “to invent and bring into being”, thus, design deals with creating
some new artifact that does not exist. [92] If the knowledge required for creating
such an artifact already exists then the design is routine; otherwise, it is innovative.

Design science research involves the creation of new knowledge through design
of novel and innovative artifacts and analysis of the use and/or performance of
such artifacts along with reflection and abstraction to improve and understand the
behavior of aspects of these artifacts. Artifacts are systems or processes including,
but are not limited to, algorithms, human/computer interfaces, and system design
methodologies or languages [VK04]. Outputs of Design Science Research could
be[MS95]:

1. Constructs: The conceptual vocabulary of a domain,

2. Models: A set of propositions or statements expressing relationships between
constructs,

3. Methods: A set of steps used to perform a task—how-to knowledge,

4. Instantiations: The operationalization of constructs, models, and methods,

5. Theories: Artifact construction as analogous to experimental natural science,
coupled with reflection and abstraction.

The scientific methodology of the present work is based on design science.
While designing (and implementing) a novel non-blocking GC approach and gen-
eral solution for creating self-adaptive components, we contribute with:

1. Constructs, e.g., the discussion of the notion of “block-freedom”,

2. Models, e.g., a runtime model of the presumably best fitting component im-
plementation,

3. Methods, e.g., the first ever block-free GC approach and the first ever fully
automated component transformation handling contended and uncontended
execution contexts,

4. Instantiations, e.g., the implementation of these methods in real-world pro-
gramming environment using the aforementioned constructs and models.

5. Theories, e.g., a proof of the non-blocking properties of the GC approach and
the correctness of (the critical parts of) the transformation approach.
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Chapter 3

Current State of the Art

The main focus for this dissertation has been GC and self-adaptation. In these two
fields, a lot of research has already been performed. This chapter describes the
research context this research effort was performed in.

3.1 Garbage Collection
This section is a small survey of the low latency GC field, describing relevant con-
tributions in the field. Section 3.1.2 discusses how to find garbage to be reclaimed
and Section 3.1.3 discusses how to manage fragmentation to bound memory con-
sumption. Both of these are important for a non-blocking GC.

3.1.1 Manual Intervention
The Eventron [Spo+06] is a Java based real-time programming construct that coex-
ists with GC, allowing certain objects picked manually to be allocated as eventrons
outside of the Java heap. These eventrons allow selected parts of the application to
run with very low latency independently of the rest of the GC solution. However,
these eventrons are constrained to not change references nor allocate memory, lim-
iting the programmer. For non-blocking algorithms, this is not an option.

Another approach is to use reference counting GC. The basic idea behind this
approach is to let each object have a reference count denoting the number of in-
bound dependency edges to the object. When the counter reaches zero, the object
is deallocated. The approach is GC-complete when there are no cyclic data struc-
tures. However, when there are cyclic dependencies, it could be that, e.g., two
objects reference each other but are not reachable from the roots, and hence be-
come garbage, not detected by this scheme.

Therefore, this scheme is typically accompanied with manual help marking up
weak and strong references to solve the dependencies or automatic tracing. In the
manual approach, a reference count is increased only for strong references. When
accompanied with tracing, the scheme can be considered a tracing GC, invoked
less frequently.

Detlefs et. al. provide a solution [Det+01] for lock-free reference counting GC
when the DCAS hardware primitive is available, which unfortunately it seldom is.
More recently, Sundell et. al. [Sun05] presented a wait-free reference counting GC
for commodity hardware. While it cannot handle cycles making it unsuitable for
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3 Current State of the Art

a general GC algorithm, it can be used for internal data structures required by a
tracing GC.

However, due to the inherently manual nature of reference counting, this scheme
is not generally applicable and therefore a bad fit for a language like Java relying
on a completely automatic GC. The approach might also exhibit poor performance
due to atomic memory fencing instructions being necessary to maintain counters in
multi threaded environments. Due to the limitations of reference counting, we will
focus on tracing GC for the remainder of this thesis, which is the current standard
for JVMs.

Notably, the success criteria in Chapter 2 stated ”the non-blocking GC algorithm
must be (a) fully automated”, which disqualifies such manual approaches.

3.1.2 Tracing GC
Due to the limitations of reference counting, tracing GCs such as mark and sweep
and copying GCs have become popular. However, they face many challenges de-
livering low latencies that are easier to handle in a reference counting GC. The
first tracing GC algorithms would stop the world (safepoint), compute the roots
and then a tracing algorithm would compute the transitive closure of the roots re-
sulting in at least all live objects at the end of the cycle. This was established as a
requirement for GC-completeness: at least all live objects must have been traced.

Due to the blocking nature of safepoint synchronization, no mutators could alter
the object graph. To reduce response times, GCs had to do better than this and
incremental and concurrent tracing was introduced. Later on this was improved
with what came to be referred to as on-the-fly GCs that would start GC by stopping
threads one by one rather than issuing a global safepoint.

On-the-fly GCs started with the work of Steele [Ste75] and Dijkstra et al.
[Dij+78], continued by Ben-Ari [Ben84], Appel, Ellis, and Li [AEL88a], Net-
tles and O’Toole [NO93], Doligez and Leroy [DL93], Doligez and Gonthier
[DG94], Blelloch and Cheng [BC99], Lim, Pardyak, and Bershad [LPB98], Do-
mani, Kolodner, and Petrank [DKP00], Hudson and Moss [HM01]. This genera-
tion of GCs had lower latencies because the tracing could be done concurrently to
the application execution: they did not need safepoints. However, since root sam-
pling depends on all mutators eventually reaching a handshake, even though in
round-robin fashion, it could not be called non-blocking in terms of GC progress
guarantees. Also the response-time is determined by the stack size which in some
cases could be large, so it was not hard real-time either. Therefore, the term “quasi
real-time” was used to describe its progress guarantees. This was an important
step in reducing GC latencies.

On-the-fly GCs can significantly reduce the response times of GC and offload
most of the GC work on concurrent and possibly parallel GC threads. However
memory allocation is blocking because of the inherent reliance on handshakes for
GC progress, which is blocking.

Root Scanning: To combat the issue of low latency root sampling, stacklets
were introduced [CHL98], [CB01]. The idea is to simply split the stack into
smaller constant sized fragments and scan them incrementally as the program con-
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3.1 Garbage Collection

tinues executing. While this greatly reduced response-times, GC still depended
on handshakes for progress making it not lock-free. Ben-Ari et al. [Ben82] added
support for moving GCs to stacklets. More recent work [KPS09] presents what
they call lock-free root scanning. In this case, “lock-free” merely means that a
concurrent GC thread can help the mutator scan its thread putting more of the
work load on another thread, in a lock-free fashion. However, the GC still needs to
wait for a handshake from all mutator threads, making the GC in fact not lock-free
since the mutator depends on GC progressing. Just like the previous approaches,
it could help reducing latencies due to stack sampling, but without improving the
progress guarantees of the GC algorithm.

Tracing: A survey [Pir98] categorized concurrent tracing algorithms to follow
one of two invariants: the weak tricolour invariant and the strong tricolour in-
variant. Tracing algorithms maintaining the weak tricolour invariant are called
snapshot-at-the-beginning (SATB) techniques and algorithms maintaining the
strong tricolour invariant are called incremental techniques.

• The weak tricolour invariant: All white objects pointed to by a black object
are reachable from some grey object through a chain of white objects.

• The strong tricolour invariant: There are no pointers from black objects to
white objects.

On-the-fly GCs often use derivatives of the Yuasa barrier [Yua90] which is a
SATB technique shading the old referent black [Dij+78] and counting all newly
allocated memory as live. Mutator threads stop one by one at a handshake to
sample their own roots, then the SATB barrier helps maintaining the transitive
closure of the stack root snapshots. Eventually a checkpoint between all mutators
is reached, and then tracing terminates.

One of the research goals stated in Chapter 2 was ”find a non-blocking GC al-
gorithm”. Therefore, for the purposes of this thesis, on-the-fly GC is not good
enough due to its reliance on blocking handshakes that inherently makes alloca-
tions blocking. This thesis has to go beyond on-the-fly GC.

3.1.3 Handling Fragmentation
So far we have only discussed GC-completeness, i.e. finding garbage. However,
doing so while limiting memory overheads due to fragmentation requires more
work.

Making real-time GC algorithms has been a long ongoing challenge. It is well
understood that long running applications suffer from fragmentation and need a
way of dealing with it, otherwise they might run out of memory eventually. One of
the most obvious ways of dealing with the fragmentation problem is to defragment
the memory using compaction, which defragments memory. While there are other
ways of dealing with fragmentation than compaction, that can limit GCs in time
and space, they do so at a high cost in terms of performance and memory. A
compaction algorithm does not need to slow down when memory is not being
defragmented, while other approaches need expensive and invasive barriers and
memory layouts dealing with fragmentation all the time for every memory access.
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3 Current State of the Art

Custom Data Layouts: There are GCs such as Schism [Piz+10] and Ja-
maicaVM [Sie07] that try to limit fragmentation without the need for defragmen-
tation. Instead the approach is to choose a data layout of objects that is immune
to fragmentation. Schism represents cells in two parts, the root which is a variable
sized array of addresses to cell fragments of constant size. The constant sized frag-
ments never suffer from fragmentation since they are allocated on pages with cells
of the same size. The root of variable size is immutable, making it significantly
easier to copy concurrently. They are defragmented using replication GC.

The JamaicaVM has a similar idea to use constant-sized cells that are free from
fragmentation. However, this VM only allows constant sized cells and so the roots
can not be of variable size. Instead, there are O(log n) indirections to the n leaf
cell fragments, leading to more expensive memory accesses for larger objects.

What they have in common is that they add memory and performance over-
heads to all memory access operations at all times, regardless of how contended
the memory is. While it is straight forward and solves the fragmentation issues,
it comes with disadvantages. For example, use of segregated free lists imposes
more expensive allocations that no longer can utilize bump pointer allocation, and
the use of indirections is too expensive. A compacting GC can typically be more
efficient, which might be why it is the dominating technique used by JVMs. Tech-
niques such as [AR01] can help to generate different code for different GC phases
and make sure marking and copying barriers are not invoked while GC is inactive.

Compaction: Perhaps the most obvious and effective way of dealing with frag-
mentation is to defragment the heap using compaction. This requires a moving GC
with support for moving logical cells from one location to another. This operation
is done partially by moving the actual payload of the cell to a new location (copy-
ing) followed by updating all references in the heap to point to the new location
(remapping) before freeing the old memory.

We introduce mutator alignment as a term for classifying how a critical GC
operation (e.g. copying a from-space object to to-space, making it the cell that a
language level object is associated with) has been ”aligned” in total order w.r.t.
a contending critical mutator operation (e.g. field accesses in either from-space
or to-space). The mutator alignment is reached when the GC can run its critical
section without intersection with mutator critical sections, w.r.t. a particular slice
of memory involved.

It is observed that another way of viewing mutator alignment of a particular
memory slice, is as a conceptual readers-writer lock where the readers lock is
acquired by a mutator to access memory and the writer lock is acquired by GC
to copy cells from from-space to to-space. As a matter of fact, this is what a GC
safepoint does. It can be viewed as a crude readers-writer lock (with the whole
heap as memory slice to protect). At the moment the writer lock is acquired,
mutator alignment is reached: no mutators are currently in the critical section.

Different GC algorithms reach mutator alignment w.r.t. different memory slice
granularities; from the whole heap (safepoints), to pages (mprotect), cells, words
and fields. This can be seen as having different locking granularity for the readers
writer locks. Whenever the mutator alignment (the writer side) is reached for a
particular memory slice, its contents may be relocated.

8



3.1 Garbage Collection

The corresponding critical sections may also be aborted to allow progress of the
competing critical section. For example, the writer section may abort an ongoing
copy attempt so that conflicting reader sections are not blocked. Conversely, a
reader section may also be aborted to ensure progress of the copying (e.g. page
protection). A combination of both is also possible, for example when accesses
and copying compete.

We observe that all compaction algorithms seemingly follow the same general
idea: 1) reach mutator alignment, and then 2) perform some copying operation.
The copying operation is either performed with the writer lock held, or embeds
the copying into the mutator alignment in the same linearization point, or releases
the writer lock and competes for finishing encountered unfinished copying concur-
rently before taking the readers lock (which can now be determined after mutators
have been aligned).

Here is a classification scheme that can be used to categorize the mutator align-
ment of many compaction schemes:

• R-W: Wait for all mutators (readers) to exit the reader critical section using
e.g. a safepoint, then mutator alignment has been reached. This is conceptu-
ally equivalent to a normal readers writer lock.

• R-WAbort: Use a readers writer lock, but allow aborting the writer criti-
cal section (GC) so that the reader critical section (mutator) never blocks.
This means that mutator alignment may never be reached with this technique.
However, bounded mutator alignment can be reached where only a bounded
number of RW locks can be unaligned at any given point in time. The ap-
proach typically involves an atomic linearizable copying operation that either
finishes completely or fails to commit, typically using either hardware trans-
actional memory (HTM) or compare and swap (CAS). Approaches such as
Chicken combine handshakes and abortion to align mutators in this way to
copy an object to to-space.

• RAbort-W: Use a readers writer lock, but allow abortion of the reader lock
(mutator) to align mutators. This often involves either memory protection or
that the reader section is done in one atomic linearizable operation that can
either fail to commit completely or succeed, using e.g. HTM or a CAS. This
technique forces mutator alignment.

• RAbort-WAbort: Similarly algorithms could use a readers writer lock where
both the reader and writer can be aborted. This could be due to mutator and
GC competing for progress. This technique can compete for reaching mutator
alignment, but it is not necessarily guaranteed to happen. Again, bounded
mutator alignment could be reached.

Approaches that have an aborting writer critical section often finish copying
once mutator alignment has been reached, i.e. they try copying and aligns at a
linearization point. However, some approaches start by reaching mutator align-
ment at which point all threads know that ongoing compaction is happening for a
memory slice, and must finish copying after mutator alignment has been reached.

9



3 Current State of the Art

Conceptually, the writer lock has been acquired. Finishing copying after mutator
alignment can be done in the following ways.

• Done: Once mutators have reached alignment in a linearization point, copy-
ing has already finished.

• Wait: Once mutator alignment has been reached, mutators are waiting until
copying is finished by the copying thread.

• CompeteFinish: Once mutator alignment has been reached, mutators and
GC compete for finishing copying. Since mutator alignment has been
reached, the next mutator access will know that pending copying has to be
handled first. This competition involves mutators and GC trying to finish the
copy attempt first before proceeding, with one thread being guaranteed to fin-
ish. It could also be that the mutator alignment failed for some (potentially
bounded number) of cells, when using writer section aborts in the mutator
alignment scheme. Then the finishing is performed only on the cells that
could reach mutator alignment.

For most non-blocking compaction algorithms so far, the copy-attempt of the
GC is abortable, either while reaching mutator alignment, or after, leading to a
need to limit the number of objects that can not be copied. The Field Pinning GC
has a bound on the number of objects that can not be copied at any given time.

A list of compacting low latency GCs and their respective mutator alignment
classification is presented in Table 3.1. The “granularity” column corresponds to
what memory slice the mutator alignment synchronizes over.

In Table 3.2 we compare the different progress guarantees of some important
compaction algorithms. We call mutators and GCs “blocking” if the algorithm is
completely blocking in the sense that either GC or mutator can run at any given
time. An algorithm is called “concurrent” if both GC and mutators can run concur-
rently, but with some kind of blocking synchronization used at a finer granularity,
meaning it is not completely non-blocking.

Safepointing Compaction: The perhaps easiest way to enforce consistent com-
paction and mutator alignment is by blocking, effectively constraining the sched-
uler. Typical uses of this includes using safepoints to make sure all mutators first
stop. Then the logical cells are relocated while mutators are blocked, and then mu-
tators continue their execution. Since no mutators were in the middle of executing
code in the readers critical section, mutator alignment is enforced.

The easiest approach is to perform all compaction of the whole heap in a safe-
point and then resume execution of the mutators. Unfortunately, that means that
compaction becomes O(heap size) which causes problems since memory sizes
still continue to increase leading to long unacceptable pauses.

Safepoints are mutator alignments where the memory slice is the whole heap
and the memory access operations that are totally ordered before and after the
safepoint. This allows the mutators to consistently find the right cell; the critical
sections know upon entrance which cell must be accessed to maintain consistency.

One well known blocking based low-latency GCs is IBM’s
Metronome [BCR03]. It uses a segregated free-list and partial compaction.
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3.1 Garbage Collection

GC Name Mutator
Alignment Post-Alignment Granularity

Metronome R-W Wait Heap
G1 R-W Wait Heap
Sapphire R-W1 Wait1 Cell
Pauseless RAbort-W CompeteFinish Heap
C4 RAbort-W CompeteFinish Heap
ZGC R-W CompeteFinish Heap
Shenandoah R-W CompeteFinish Heap
Compressor RAbort-W CompeteFinish Page
Chicken R-WAbort CompeteFinish Cell
Staccato R-WAbort CompeteFinish Cell
Collie R-WAbort Done Cell
Clover RAbort-WAbort Done Word
Stopless R-WAbort CompeteFinish Field
Field Pin GC R-WAbort CompeteFinish Field
1 Sapphire has a weaker consistency for non-volatile fields assumed

to be accessed by only one thread. However, for volatile fields with
multiple writers, a lock on object level in the write barriers is used to
ensure consistency. Unfortunately, volatile fields are very important
for non-blocking algorithms.

Table 3.1: Mutator alignment technique comparison

GC Name Mutator
Progress

GC
Progress

Copy
Progress

Metronome Blocking Blocking Bounded
G1 Blocking Blocking Bounded
Pauseless Concurrent Concurrent Bounded
C4 Concurrent Concurrent Bounded
ZGC Concurrent Concurrent Bounded
Shenandoah Concurrent Concurrent Bounded
Compressor Concurrent Concurrent Bounded
Sapphire Concurrent Concurrent Bounded
Chicken Wait-free Concurrent Unbounded
Staccato Wait-free Concurrent Unbounded
Collie Wait-free Concurrent Unbounded
Clover Lock-free1 Concurrent Unbounded
Stopless Lock-free Concurrent Unbounded
Field Pin GC Block-free Block-free Bounded
1 Lock-free only when an unfortunate randomly selected

value is not written to the heap.
Table 3.2: Compaction progress guarantees
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Cells are moved from pages with low occupancy to pages with high occupancy.
Instead of performing all copying in a single safepoint, the safepoints are instead
scheduled evenly distributed in time, causing pause times in ∼ 10 millisecond
windows. The Brooks-style read barrier is based on the forwarding pointer in both
from-space and to-space cells to point to the version to be used by accesses of the
mutator.

Another notable GC in this category is the Garbage-First (G1) GC in Open-
JDK [Det+04]. It can be configured with a desired pause time goal and then tries
to not hold safepoints for longer than that time. Instead it preempts the copying
and waits for the next safepoint to continue the copying. It does not have a Brooks-
style [Bro84] read barrier and hence needs cells to be completely moved and the
incoming edges to a cell to be forwarded until it can release the safepoint. Pause
times are in ∼ 100 millisecond windows.

Instead of a Brooks-style read-barrier, a card marking write barrier is used, log-
ging all references that were written into remembered sets that record all incoming
references for certain fractions of the heap called regions.

Memory Protection Compaction: Another approach to enforce mutator align-
ment is to use memory protection, preventing unexpected modifications by concur-
rent mutators. These barriers come in different granularities.

Some of the earliest solutions to compaction for GC was to use a to-space in-
variant invented by Baker [Bak78] and referred to as Baker’s algorithm. The first
compaction algorithm to exploit memory protection was a version of Baker’s algo-
rithm by Appel, Ellis, and Li [AEL88a] that enforced this to-space invariant using
memory protection. It would simply protect the whole from-space from memory
accesses and let mutators relocate the objects to to-space as they trapped. The
advantage is that there is no global safepoint issued stopping all mutators from
progressing.

Similarly, the C4 [TIW11] and Pauseless [CTW05] GCs use page protection
to protect from-space from mutations and atomically make sure mutations only
happen in to-space after the cells have been copied, but handles multiple threads.
C4 is an extension of Pauseless that allows multiple generations in the heap.

The Compressor [KP06], similarly to Pauseless and C4, use page protection to
enforce an RAbort-W-CompeteFinish scheme.

Replicating Compaction: The replicating GC introduced by Nettles and
O’Toole [NO93] and O’Toole and Nettles [ON94] copies cells from from-space
to to-space and maintains a mutation log produced by mutators and consumed by
GC to copy cells that have been changed once more.

Normal replicating GC tries to decrease the workload that has to be done in a
safepoint by copying objects that are not touched and logging objects that have
been touched, which are unbounded in numbers. Eventually the algorithm relies
on reaching a safepoint to finish the copying of any objects that could be copied.
Therfore, mutator alignment is actually reached only at that very last safepoint at
which point the last copying finishes and sides are flipped atomically.

Sapphire [HM01] uses a similar approach, but improves on being more incre-
mental and has more scalable synchronization. In particular, it lets mutators write
both from-space and to-space during copying, removing the need for logged mu-
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tations. However, the to-space cell remains invisible until a flipping phase when
threads are flipped one-by-one. This solution can not be used by non-blocking
code. The reason is that during the flipping phase, consistency is only guaranteed
if mutual exclusion is used to synchronize accesses to shared data. For volatile
field accesses, mutual exclusion on object granularity is used to guarantee consis-
tency.

Ritson et al [RUJ14] added transactional memory to the Sapphire approach
which showed improved performance in benchmarks by copying in transactions
rather than using CAS on every to-space write during copying. However, the
scope was improving performance and no attempt was made to use the transac-
tional memory to improve progress guarantees of the GC algorithm. It should be
noted though that the handling of volatile fields with transactional memory instead
of cell granularity locking, does improve Sapphire progress properties, yet not past
the need for blocking handshakes for GC progress, and the copying transactions
may be starved.

Non-blocking Mutator Compaction: Algorithms that are non-blocking for
mutators are good fits for on-the-fly GCs, as they already rely on handshakes.
This makes the mutators non-blocking while accepting that the GC is blocking.
However, most non-blocking algorithms rely on memory allocations to finish its
operations. Therefore, this is not good enough.

Algorithms such as Chicken [PPS08] and Staccato [McC+08] install forward-
ing pointers concurrently to the to-space version of a cell. To enforce mutator
alignment, their barriers immediately cancel any ongoing compaction before pro-
ceeding with mutations. To guarantee mutator alignment, the copying thread has
to wait for a global handshake making sure that no mutator was in the middle of
a readers critical section while the copying tag was being installed. This is the
R-WAbort-CompeteFinish scheme. First a handshake is issued during which mu-
tators abort copy attempts on accessed cells. Once the handshake has finished,
mutator alignment has been reached. Then mutators compete for aborting and GC
for installing the new object.

Staccato can additionally retry copying attempts that were aborted (without
bounded failures) but is otherwise equivalent to Chicken.

The Collie [Iye+12] relies on HTM to completely relocate cells one by one. It
first builds up a stable remembered set for each cell. Then it wraps both copying
of the cell and forwarding of all pointers in the remembered set into a transaction
that will fail if the cell or pointers to the cell are accessed during the transaction.
Since HTM can only handle conflicts in memory and not registers, cells referenced
from roots are not considered for being moved. Additionally, due to a size limit
for the per-cell remembered set, cells with too many inbound references can also
not be moved. Mutator alignment is reached by using HTM to cancel the GC
critical section in case of mutator intervention. Therefore this is a R-WAbort-
Done scheme; mutator and GC compete for progress, and once mutator alignment
has been reached, copying is completely finished.

Algorithms such as Clover [PPS08] copies on word granularity. Clover is condi-
tionally lockfree. The algorithm picks a randomly generated 64-bit value to mean
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that alignment has been reached. The algorithm does not guarantee that copying
ever finishes.

What all of these algorithms have in common is that they inherently rely on
the GC waiting for a (blocking) handshake to begin copying. This means that the
GC has to blockingly wait for all mutators to reply, breaking any non-blocking
guarantees for the GC (and hence mutator allocations).

Stopless [Piz+07] copies on the field and word granularity. It uses expensive
atomic instructions and a protocol for copying fields first from their source in
from-space, to an intermediate double-worded space where the protocol can be
synchronized with a double-wide CAS instruction to copy both value and set sta-
tus at the same time. It is then finally copied from the intermediate representation
to the destination in to-space. The algorithm does not guarantee that copying ever
finishes.

Note that none of the approaches described so far are non-blocking for both the
mutator (computations and memory accesses) and GC (to support allocations). To
support fully non-blocking program execution, these approaches do not qualify for
the thesis research goal stated in Chapter 2: ”find a non-blocking GC algorithm”.

Field Pinning GC is described in the presented thesis [ÖL15; ÖL16]. It copies
in field granularity. It conceptually uses a hazard pointer-like scheme for reaching
mutator alignment. It is the first known scheme to perform “block-free” mutator
alignment. During each mutator alignment cycle, a small bounded number of fields
may fail to get copied due to concurrent accesses.

3.2 Self-adaptive Components
A commonly recurring pattern is that a general component is specialized for spe-
cific usage contexts, where the specialized component is known to perform better.
The general component may be able to perform a wider superset of operations, but
in the specialized usage context, it performs worse. Moreover, there may be mul-
tiple specialized components, all performing better in some usage contexts. All
too often, there is not a single component that always performs better in all usage
contexts. Picking the best component variant manually is tedious, and sometimes
impossible as variables impacting the choice (e.g. usage scenarios in third-party
components, concurrency contention levels) are not available at design time. A
solution to this problem is to automatically select and transform components at
runtime to the currently best-fitting component variant. This self adaptation tech-
nique has been studied in the research community for many years.

3.2.1 Variant Specialization and Adaptation in Sequential Con-
texts

In sequential contexts, a common problem is the choice of what data structure fits
best. Especially in high level languages like JavaScript, that do not give program-
mers the option of choosing specialized data structures that are known to perform
better in certain usage contexts. Instead, an associative array ADT is provided,
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whether the user really wanted flat indexing or an associative collection of key-
value pairs. This is a good fit for self adaptation, that was successfully exploited
by Schonberg, Schwartz, and Sharir [SSS79].

Some techniques have been proposed where input from programmers is required
by the self adaptation logic. Work has been proposed for automatically specializ-
ing object-oriented applications using advice from programmers [Sch+99], and
Löwe et al. [Löw+99] makes the dynamic selection of appropriate algorithms
and components the responsibility of the programmer. The latter work uses the
bridge and strategy design pattern for its representation variant and algorithms, re-
spectively. However, the selection logic is assumed to be part of the public data
structure interface, and selections of specializations are triggered explicitly by the
programmer.

Svahnberg, Gurp, and Bosch [SGB05] present a taxonomy of techniques for
specialization and variability realization. In the described framework, self-
adaptive (concurrent) components constitute a variability realization technique
binding component variants at runtime.

Dynamic binding of method invocations in object-oriented languages uses dy-
namic dispatching at runtime. In a way, context-aware optimizations on self-
adaptive (concurrent) components similarly uses a dynamic dispatch mechanism,
which could be exposed with language level mechanisms. Context Oriented Pro-
gramming (COP) [LDN07] offers generic, language level, mechanisms, for doing
precisely that.

There are multiple off-line training techniques as well for autotuning adap-
tive software. A commonly used technique is profiling data gathered dur-
ing off-line training, in order to tune key parameters. This has been studied
in ATLAS [WPD01] for linear algebra computations, SPIRAL [Mou+00] and
FFTW [FJ05] for Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) and signal processing compu-
tations.

Another auto tuning approach was suggested by Li, Garzarán, and Padua
[LGP04]. Context parameters like size, cache sizes and input distrubution are
input to a machine-learning algorithm, producing a dispatcher. Said dispatcher
selects the most appropriate algorithm for an execution context. The approach is
domain specific and the data representation variants are not changing dynamically.

There are several domain specific approaches to auto-tuning of algorithm selec-
tion, resource allocation, or scheduling at runtime, aiming at parallel target ma-
chines. We refer to [KL12] for a detailed discussion of such approaches, and note
that yet again the dynamic selection of the data representation was not considered.

The principle approach used for self-adaptive (concurrent) components is called
context-aware composition [And+08; KL12]. By using online or offline profiling
and different machine-learning approaches, both the operation algorithms as well
as data representation variants may be adapted dynamically to meet different usage
contexts. This context-aware composition was extended by Österlund and Löwe
[ÖL13] by regarding call sequences of operations as context attributes. Not always
optimizing individual operation calls avoids oscilating transformations between
representation variants that cost more than the benefits they provide. This approach
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may decide for changing to a representation variant, which only amortizes over a
number of operations.

Adaptive replacement of Java collection data structures was proposed by Xu
[Xu13]. Their concept is closely related to context-aware composition: offline
and online machine learning approaches find the best component variants in dif-
ferent contexts and transform to these component variants at runtime. The focus
in this paper is automated generation of code for transforming data structures,
while Österlund and Löwe [ÖL13] focus more on avoiding oscillation.

3.2.2 Variant Specialization and Adaptation in Concurrent Con-
texts

Static analysis tools may be used to refactor sequential data structures into thread-
safe data structures.[DME09] Similarly, it has been described how static analysis
tools may be used to refactor mutable objects into immutable objects.[Kjo+11]

Universal Synchronization Constructs: As for the synchronization mecha-
nisms providing thread-safety to data structures, a lot of research has been per-
formed, trying to find a universal synchronization mechanism that would have low
overhead in sequential contexts, yet scale well in contended execution contexts.
A notable example is the various approaches to Software Transactional Memory
(STM) [DSS06; Her+03; HM93; Sah+06], that may turn a sequential data struc-
ture into a thread-safe data structure. Similar ideas were also adopted in hardware
designs, giving rise to HTM [Ana+05; Ham+04] and hybrid TM [Dam+06] com-
bining the flexibility of STM with the improved performance of HTM.

Universal synchronization constructs may also benefit from self-adaptation. An
auto-tuning self-adaptive word-based STM strategy was proposed [FFR08], yield-
ing improved STM performance compared to previous state of the art. In similar
spirit, the self-adaptive locking protocol Fable [PFH11] became the Java moni-
tor implementation of Jikes RVM. Fable improved performance by adapting and
learning from the context. These studies used self-adaptation to improve the im-
plementation of universal synchronization constructs used to implement thread-
safe data structures, not to change the component variants of such thread-safe data
structures.

Manually Crafted Concurrent Components: One problem with universal
synchronization constructs is that sometimes the underlying sequential data struc-
ture, simply was not designed for concurrent use. For example, the library pro-
vided data structures in Java count the number of mutations happening to a given
data structure, in order to help throw exceptions when detecting mutations on a
data structure being iterated over. Such innocent debugging help becomes ma-
jor scalability bottlenecks as each operation accidentally has to update the same
field, yielding many unnecessarily aborted transactions and contention. Some
researchers embrace that designing a data structure for high concurrency levels
benefits from using completely different algorithms and data representation vari-
ants that benefit from manually crafted non-blocking algorithms [FR04; HST08;
Mic02; MS96]. Methodologies were invented for converting lock-free algorithms
into wait-free algorithms. [KP12] The resulting algorithms may suffer from per-
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formance overheads, and still relies on the progress guarantees of the underlying
execution environment (programming language and memory management imple-
mentation). This paper inspired wait-free component variants for previously lock-
free component variants. [KP11; Tim+12]

3.3 Summary
The state-of-the-ary in concurrent GC is “on-the-fly” GC, which relies on block-
ing handshake operations. That inherently blocks allocations from progressing.
This applies to both state-of-the-art tracing and compaction algorithms. These ap-
proaches do not qualify for the following thesis research goal stated in Chapter 2:
”find a non-blocking GC algorithm”.

Field Pinning GC is described in the presented thesis [ÖL15; ÖL16]. It copies
on field granularity. It conceptually uses a hazard pointer-like scheme for reaching
mutator alignment. It is the first known scheme to perform “block-free” mutator
alignment. During each mutator alignment cycle, a small bounded number of fields
may fail to get copied due to concurrent accesses.

As for self-adaptive components, there is not yet a mechanism for a) detect-
ing contention a component is exposed to, or b) an algorithm for safely freezing
concurrent components, to allow automatic transformation to a more suitable com-
ponent variant. This is required for the following research goal stated in Chapter 2:
”find a mechanism for transforming components automatically to improve perfor-
mance”.
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Chapter 4

Paper Summary

The presented thesis comprises a number of research papers that have been pub-
lished. This chapter provides a short overview of each paper, and describes how
they fit into this research context.

4.1 ISMM’15: Concurrent Compaction using a Field
Pinning Protocol

Traditionally, implementors of non-blocking data structures have a hard time man-
aging the lifecycle of its memory. Automating this process using garbage collec-
tion is desired. However, there are no general purpose garbage collectors, with
reasonable memory bounds, that do not impede the progress guarantees of the al-
gorithms. The hardest problem to solve is how to compact memory without losing
progress properties. The work of [ÖL15] provides a solution to that problem, by
pinning the address of fields being accessed in the heap. This is the first com-
paction algorithm to not impose either unreasonable memory bounds or impede
progress of either mutators or GC.

The main idea of the GC algorithm is to use a technique conceptually simi-
lar to hazard pointers - a technique commonly used for safe memory reclamation
(SMR) for non-blocking components. The technique allowed publishing “hazard
pointers” to object fields accessed by the application, so that the memory accesses
remain consistent while memory is concurrently moving around in order to 1) de-
fragment memory and 2) free unused memory.

In order to make performance acceptable, Asymmetric Dekker Synchronization
(ADS) was used to elide otherwise inherent memory fences associated with the
use of hazard pointers, due to requiring latent stores residing in remote proces-
sor strands to become observable. The ADS technique used relies on the OS to
force remote latent stores to become observable. In this case, through the use of
inter-processor interrupts (IPI) required by the TLB shootdown mechanisms when
protecting a page with mprotect.

This technique relied on an implicit contract with the kernel and the x86 64
hardware the experiments were evaluated on, and not an explicit one. The
mprotect syscall does not guarantee any global memory barriers. However,
it does guarantee that when a page has become write protected, no further modifi-
cations to it will happen, and in order to guarantee that on x86 64, latent stores on
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remote processor strands must be forced to become observable using the Advanced
Programmable Interrupt Controller (APIC).

Since the writing of this paper, a more appropriate OS primitive called
sys membarrier() has been introduced on Linux (although it was al-
ready available on Windows under the name FlushProcessWriteBuffers).
Therefore, the OS interface has indeed moved to explicitly allow system-wide
memory barriers.

In order to make sure the approach is pragmatic, the compaction algorithm was
implemented in the G1 GC of OpenJDK.

The work distribution for this paper was the following: Erik came up with the
idea, designed the algorithm, implemented it, performed the evaluation and wrote
the paper together with Welf Löwe who both helped writing the paper also helped
discussing the ideas throughout the design phase of the algorithm.

4.2 ISMM’16: Block-free Concurrent GC: Stack
Scanning and Copying

With the compaction problem already solved, the remaining requirements for a
non-blocking GC algorithm is to collect garbage without losing progress prop-
erties. The state of the art at the time of writing was on-the-fly GC. In that
scheme, the mutator (application threads) operations are non-blocking, but the GC
is not due to the use of blocking handshakes to e.g. scan the stacks for root ob-
jects. Therefore, mutators may have their allocations blocked waiting for all other
threads to reply. The work of [ÖL16] introduces a general mechanism for turning
such blocking handshakes used by on-the-fly GC into block-free handshakes with
the help of suitable OS kernel support. A GC algorithm was constructed that col-
lects garbage and compacts memory (with an optimized variant of the algorithm
proposal from [ÖL15], still implemented in G1 GC of OpenJDK) with improved
progress properties and with slightly better performance, accompanied with a cus-
tom kernel. This novel GC technique, is the first fully non-blocking tracing GC
algorithm that does not impede progress guarantees for neither reclaiming memory
nor defragmenting memory.

This algorithm is built upon an intimate relationship between the GC, JIT-
compiler and OS kernel. This tighter relationship solved the important problem
of improving progress properties of the blocking handshakes used for state-of-the-
art on-the-fly GCs. When a thread performs a handshake with other threads, it
must blockingly wait for them to finish, and hence relies on their progress. While
an active thread may be guaranteed to acknowledge the handshake after a finite
number of steps, a dormant thread might block the handshake from finishing in-
definitely. With block-free handshakes, this is no longer the case. The GC may in-
spect the machine state of dormant threads from the kernel, without blocking. This
machine state is matched against meta data emitted by the JIT-compiler to lazily
evaluate partial GC barriers used for marking and compaction without progress
impediments.
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While the work from [ÖL15] used OS supported ADS to elide the fences typi-
cally required for writing hazard pointers, as required by the field pinning mech-
anism, the custom kernel of the ISMM’16 paper allowed elision of both the store
of the hazard pointer and its fence (in JIT-compiled machine code). With the new
block-free handshake mechanism, active threads could be rolled forward to a safe
state where the protection of the hazard pointer is unnecessary. Then, only dor-
mant threads would be uncooperative and hence need the protection of the hazard
pointer. For such dormant threads, the GC would instead lazily compute the value
of the hazard pointers had they been written. This was done by inspecting the
machine state of the dormant thread, and computing the hazard pointer value from
it, with the help of metadata of the JIT-compiler describing how the machine state
corresponds to a hazard pointer value for a given program counter.

At the time of writing, we did not want to claim wait-freedom for our algo-
rithm due to the controversial use of kernel support that seemingly blurred the
boundaries. Therefore we introduced our own non-blocking progress property,
block-freedom, to avoid such an unnecessary discussion. 1

This unique integrated GC, compiler and OS algorithm has moved progress
properties of GC algorithms past what was possible in the previous state of art (on-
the-fly GC). This solution performed better, yet achieved even better theoretical
progress guarantees. The proposed algorithm has the strongest progress properties
of any known tracing GC techniques to date, and is the first GC algorithm going
beyond on-the-fly GC.

In terms of required interface support, a syscall was added to the XNU kernel.
It obtains the machine state of a thread not currently running, installing a wake
up handler if successful. In terms of what what information is exposed, this new
syscall is similar to the thread get state syscall of the mach micro kernel,
also part of XNU (or ptrace with PTRACE GET REGSET). Therefore, no more
information was exposed that was not already being exposed. The main difference
is that thread get state blocks a target thread so that it is not running to
retrieve its machine state. The syscall proposed in this work is less intrusive and
instead returns false if it is not dormant (because it can then reply to a handshake
poll emitted by the JIT compiler). The wake up handler installed upon successful
machine statae extraction, was implemented very similar to a signal handler. This
is already a well-known concept that has worked well for a long time. As of
Linux 4.18, restartable sequences adds similar functionality to the wake up handler
used in this work. It allows injecting a provided handler to be executed when
transitioning a thread from dormant to active in a specific program counter range.
Similarly, Solaris provides dtrace probes for dormant threads waking up.

1 It is worth mentioning that after the conference, approximately 5 am in the morning, I found myself
in a cab with an overly excited German shepherd and Maurice Herlihy who invented the non-blocking
progress properties (lock-freedom, wait-freedom and obstruction-freedom). He had attended my pre-
sentation and said the algorithm was in fact wait-free, in the sense he intended wait-freedom to be
interpreted. According to Maurice, the use of OS support to help improving progress is okay, despite
contrary statements from his paper “On the Nature of Progress” [HS11], hinting otherwise. He told
me that was a more informal description, but the formal definition does not prohibit this, nor did he
intend to prohibit this. Wait-freedom is widely recognized as the strongest progress property among
non-blocking progress properties.
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Conclusively, while kernel functionality for retrieving machine state of threads,
and running handlers when they wake up are now available, there is still no func-
tionality that is as unintrusive (no blocking, almost no false positives for running
the wake up handler) as the mechanism built in this work. It would be ideal if such
a mechanism would become widely available.

The work distribution for this paper was the following: I came up with the idea,
designed the algorithm, implemented it, performed the evaluation and wrote the
paper together with Welf Löwe who both helped writing the paper also helped
discussing the ideas throughout the design phase of the algorithm.

4.3 MSPC’12: Analysis of Pure Methods Using
Garbage Collection

The work from [ÖL12] describes a novel algorithm for determining transitive
properties of objects while performing GC. Specifically, immutable objects with
an immutable transitive closure, called pure objects, were discovered using a repli-
cating garbage collector. This garbage collector constructs strongly connected
components while traversing the object graph with pointer reversal. The provided
pureness analysis might potentially be exploited by an automatic paralelization
scheme. The outlined replicating garbage collection algorithm was subsequently
implemented in the OpenJDK HotJpot JVM, to prove the algorithm is pragmatic
enough to be useful in a production JVM, although that was not in the scope of the
included paper.

Properties such as pureness can be used in selecting the variant of self-adaptive
components. Usually, these properties would have to be statically provided by
application programmers, due to the complexity of proving such properties with
a compiler. This algorithm allows detection of these properties automatically at
runtime, and relieves the programmer from having to specify them.

The work distribution for this paper was the following: I came up with the idea,
designed the algorithm, implemented it, performed the evaluation and wrote the
paper together with Welf Löwe who both helped writing the paper, but also helped
discussing the ideas throughout the design phase of the algorithm.

4.4 ASE’13: Dynamically Transforming Data Struc-
tures

Choosing the right data structure can be tedious. Sometimes it might not even
be determinable which data structure will be the best choice, due to suppliers
and users of data structures being packaged in separate third party libraries. The
work of [ÖL13] solves this problem with an automated approach. Data structures
automatically transform to adapt to the apparently best suited implementation at
runtime, with desirable time complexity for the operations found to be used, effec-
tively automating a part of the design process.
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4.5 ASEJ’17: Self-adaptive concurrent components

Again, a tedious manual design and implementation task was identified and
solved automatically.

The work distribution for this paper was the following: I came up with the idea,
designed the algorithm, implemented it, performed the evaluation and wrote the
paper together with Welf Löwe who both helped writing the paper, but also helped
discussing the ideas throughout the design phase of the algorithm.

4.5 ASEJ’17: Self-adaptive concurrent components
The work of [ÖL17] summarizes [ÖL13] and [ÖL14] (the latter is not part of this
dissertation but notably won the ACM Distinguished Paper award). It is described
in [ÖL14], how the technique from [ÖL13] could be extended for concurrent data
structures.

It was recognized that there is no universal silver bullet synchronization mech-
anism that is always superior in all usage contexts. Attempts have been made to
create such mechanisms, but they have yet to become reality. The state-of-the-art
mechanisms for highly performant thread-safe synchronization for uncontended
contexts is biased locking. Conversely, the state-of-the-art mechanisms for con-
tended contexts is non-blocking data structures.

A self-adaptive approach could still provide the combined benefits of the best
uncontended and best contended performance. To make it possible, an interface
to the JVM was built that would notify library Java code of contention problems,
allowing automatic transformation to something more suitable such as a lock-free
algorithm automatically. These lock-free components were implemented with a
special atomic reference type. These atomic reference types allow a generic GC-
inspired mechanism for freezing the lock-free components safely to allow trans-
formation back to lock-based components once contention on the component has
been frozen, effectively blocking all linearization points for mutations.

Once again, an integration between layers below the application layer (in this
case the library layer and the managed language runtime), allowed an automated
solution to an otherwise difficult manual task. In terms of the interfaces required
to the JVM to allow detecting contended locking, it is interesting to note that since
publishing of this paper, Java Flight Recorder (JFR) has become open source,
and does provide probes for contended monitorenter at similar places in HotSpot.
There are also some related JVMTI callbacks to C-code in similar positions. That
seems to suggest it is reasonable to expose this information to Java code.

The work distribution for this paper was the following: Erik came up with the
idea, designed the algorithm, implemented it, performed the evaluation and wrote
the paper together with Welf Löwe who both helped writing the paper, but also
helped discussing the ideas throughout the design phase of the algorithm.

The structure going forward is as follows: Chapter 5 contains paper [ÖL15],
Chapter 6 contains paper [ÖL16], Chapter 7 contains paper [ÖL12], Chapter 8
contains paper [ÖL13] and Chapter 9 contains paper [ÖL17].
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Chapter 10

Reflection

In the state-of-the-art mechanisms described above for the relevant field of re-
search for this study (GC and self-adaptive components), there is evidence of many
components interacting with each other. This section provides some reflections
about these interactions.

10.1 Garbage Collection
The research field of GC has had many algorithms utilizing functionality provided
by the OS kernel or hardware. A few reflections have been made by the author re-
garding notable work that has been performed by others as well as in this research
effort.

10.1.1 Tagged pointers
It is interesting to note that Pauseless and its successor C4 [CTW05; TIW11]
was first designed for Vega special hardware from Azul Systems. This hardware
masked part of the virtual address space, allowing pointers to be tagged. Note that
the high order byte in AArch64 does this by default today, and SPARC T7 also pro-
vides hardware VA-masking. On SPARC T7, a configurable number of high order
bytes may be masked, and an API was added in Solaris 11.3 to configure this.
The VA-masking technology helps reduce unnecessarily high TLB pressure and
avoids awkward multi-mapping implementation problems for the GC (e.g. sup-
porting all of memfd create, tmpfs and hugetlbfs on Linux, depending
on kernel version and availability, dealing with uncommitted holes in the backing
file in the corresponding file system backing the memory, running into the max
number of memory mappings supported by the kernel, not being portable to ev-
ery OS, sometimes requiring user configuration possibly involving root privileges,
dealing with external software not accounting the amount of memory used for the
different mappings for the different heap views correctly, etc).

Other than VA-masking, the Vega machines additionally had a special load that
detects stale pointers. A certain bit pattern in non-null pointers is expected by the
algorithm, and the hardware barrier would detect any non-null pointers with the
wrong tag.

However, to gain attraction for commodity hardware, software emulation for
said hardware barriers was added. Instead of using VA-masking, multi-mapped
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memory was used instead. One view (mapping in virtual address space) would
correspond to the already processed pointers, and other views would correspond
to stale pointers that need updating. The stale views are memory protected. When
loading an object, a dummy load into the loaded object is issued, which will hit the
protected memory if a stale pointer is loaded, taking the mutator into a handler that
can perform required marking and relocation routines. This closely resembles the
hardware barriers. In order to optimize the time taken from detecting a stale pointer
to getting into the handler, a custom OS kernel was implemented, allowing the trap
to be taken in user-land without switching into kernel-mode, as well as minimizing
the number of TLB-shootdowns required for protecting the stale views. However,
since null pointers also exist, the dummy load is not quite enough. A conditional
branch was added to the load barrier, detecting if the loaded pointer is null, and
the dummy load would only be issued for non-null pointers. Now the software
emulation of the hardware barriers are equivalent.

As a result, users have the choice of either running on custom Vega hardware,
use a custom OS kernel to run a software emulation of Vega provided load barriers,
or run without either hardware or OS support with poor performance.

An interesting observation is that the software emulation barriers seem to have
evolved from what the original custom hardware appliance did, which is how the
dummy load into the possibly protected memory with custom OS acceleration was
first implemented. In fact, none of that is really needed. Since the existence of
null pointers requires a conditional branch in the load barrier, a slight modification
to the condition of that branch will yield both better branch predictability and re-
move the need for the dummy load and hence the memory protection scheme and
custom OS kernel. The conditional branch that detects null pointers could perform
a bitwise and with a mask comprising the union of tag bits any stale pointer could
have, and check if the result is not zero. That way, the conditional branch could
capture all stale pointers, instead of all null pointers. Compared to the null detec-
tion branch, this one is easier to predict, the time to get into the handler is faster,
there is no need for special OS kernels or hardware, although VA-masking does
help solve practical problems related to using multi-mapped memory. This barrier
is indeed how ZGC [LK18] (which I am a contributor of) is implemented.

As for the VA-masking support of Solaris + SPARC T7, this is something the
author utilized for ZGC. This allowed the Solaris + SPARC port to use normal
memory mapping techniques and not to rely on multi mapping. In fact, this al-
lowed using Solaris 11.3 Optimized Shared Memory (OSM) as backing mem-
ory for the Java heap. This particular memory technology is optimized for being
mapped in and torn down as quickly as possible, given a set of constraints: only
large pages available, and no swapping available. This resulted in quicker start-
up times on a T7-4 SPARC machine with 2 TB Java heap (and 1024 hardware
strands of execution) that was materialized in a matter of a few seconds, instead
of 10 minutes using normal pretouching and anonymous memory. The use of
VA-masking for ZGC on SPARC is currently used as a template for implement-
ing ZGC with VA-masking on AArch64 by the community. This is reasonable as
AArch64 supports VA-masking in the most significant byte, which is where the
author used VA-masking on SPARC.
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10.1.2 Relocating Objects
Relocating objects without inducing high tail latency is a difficult problem to solve.
Therefore, there have been many solutions aided by hardware and operating sys-
tems. The earliest might have been the Appel-Ellis-Li [AEL88b] collector that
page protected from-space, trapping every mutator access and relocating the ob-
ject to to-space. While page protection is widely available, the technique might
suffer from trap storms. While the program might not be globally stopped, the
mutator utilization could be so low that it is almost as if the program has stopped.
With recent trends due to increased use of virtualization technologies and live mi-
grations, giving rise to e.g. userfaultfd for handling page faults in userland, the
cost for such trap storms might go down and open up old avenues again.

There have been attempts to use hardware transactional memory to relocate
objects. The Collie [Iye+12] tracked a per-object remembered set that allowed
atomically relocating the object when not observed from roots. The size of the
remembered set (entries in the object header) determines the number of incoming
edges that can be handled for an object. This becomes a trade-off where being able
to handle too many incoming edges results in large memory waste. Since mem-
ory compaction is performed partially to solve the memory overheads caused by
fragmentation, it is important that an algorithm keeping down fragmentation does
not waste more memory in bookkeeping required for performing defragmentation,
compared to simply ignoring fragmentation issues. An alternative that has not been
tried yet is to encode a per-object remembered set as a linked list of edges, starting
at the object header, and then running through all pointers in the heap pointing to
the same object. This requires tagging the pointers that now only logically (but not
physically) points at the object, so that loads trigger a load barrier that may look
up the object, and possibly uninstall the per-object remembered set. This solution
has a constant memory overhead instead (one pointer word in the cell header).
With hardware transactional memory now being more widely available, it is not
unreasonable to exploit its benefits.

10.1.3 Suspending Threads for GC
Over the years, there have been many solutions for suspending mutator threads for
GC. One solution involved shooting signals at the mutator threads, and at some
point Solaris had a system call for stopping mutators in the JVM specifically. The
problem with OS-based suspension was that they could stop anywhere, leading to
a lack of object reference maps, as well as deadlock issues (e.g. mutators holding
on to malloc or TTY locks). Dave Dice built cooperative safepointing that has
been the norm since then. The JIT compilers emit a poll in appropriate backedges
in code, which suspends mutator threads at exact points where object reference
maps are available, and hence accurate garbage collection moving objects may be
performed.

Inspired by this research effort, thread-local handshakes have now been imple-
mented in the HotSpot JVM allowing the suspension of individual threads, without
suspending all of them, which is used by ZGC to drain mutator marking buffers
during marking termination.
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It is worth mentioning that during prototyping, a special version of thread-local
handshakes was implemented by the author for SPARC T7. It used special hard-
ware and OS support to emit the so far most optimal poll for SPARC. This hard-
ware and OS support was originally designed for detecting memory corruption
problems. For each access, the address has tag bits that are compared against tag
bits of the cache line, trapping if not equal. This allows coloring cache lines from
different malloc calls with different tags, so that e.g. buffer overrun or use after
free issues are detected. This was exploited for safepoint/handshake polling as
well. A single load instruction to a negative offset from the thread register (G2)
was used. The cache line had its ADI version changed so that subsequent loads
would trap. Upon trapping, a special utrap handler is run straight in userland with
minimal delay. In order to work reliably, the JVM threads were allocated with a
special malloc implementation for threads only that made it safe to have exclusive
ownership of the ADI bits of the cache lines without possibly bad interactions with
an ADI-based malloc implementation being used. The algorithm was rather com-
plicated, and therefore a simple indirect load from the thread and normal memory
protection on page level was used in the end due to being more portable and seem-
ingly good enough on a larger variety of platforms.

In this research effort, a new handshake, block-free handshakes, was imple-
mented using new OS support. This helped improving the progress guarantees
of garbage collection algorithms that are typically inherently blocking operations.
This is a good example of when the use of custom OS support has helped solve a
problem that otherwise does not have a solution (non-blocking tracing and com-
pacting GC). This also relied on metadata regarding field accesses being saved in
metadata by the JIT-compiler, which is more easily done as the contract between
the JIT and the GC is more flexible due to residing in the same software artifact -
the managed language runtime.

10.1.4 Suggestions
What can be learned from this experience is that implementing special hardware
and/or OS kernel support to solve previously not solved problems is viable both
in theory and practice. However, sometimes it turns out that a clever software
solution (i.e. using commodity hardware and OS) is viable as well, and therefore
some amount of thought should be spent initially to convince ourselves that taking
that extra step is indeed necessary. The practice of masking the virtual address
space in hardware (as done by Vega, SPARC T7 and AArch64) is a practice that
the author recommends, and finds helpful for low latency GC implementations.
The system-call powering block-free handshake that was proposed in this research
effort is also recommended as it allows solving problems that otherwise do not
have a solution.

10.2 Self-adaptive Components
There is an interface between the library and the application. In the provided
examples, there is an abstract data type with operations that can be performed on
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this abstract data type. In the end, for the application software, it does not matter
if a problem is solved in a library, as a hash table, or linked list, or receives help
from the JVM, the kernel or the hypervisor, as long as the application software
is running well and does not observe any problem. In this investigation into self-
adaptive components, most problems could be solved at a transparent library level
by transforming components to better suited specialized component variants. The
DaCapo benchmark suite had its datastructures automatically replaced with self-
adaptive components, with positive results in terms of performance. Interestingly
enough, there was legacy software still using the Java vector API. In such legacy
software, these automatic optimizations seem particularly useful.

In this work, there was also a cooperation between the library self-adaptation
logic and the JVM in cases when the JVM has knowledge about properties that
are not known to the library code. In particular, experiments were made exposing
probes performing up-calls to Java self-adaptation code in contended monitor lock-
ing paths in the JVM. The JVM knows very well when contended locks are taken,
and now exposes that information to libraries. The solution allows self-adaptation
logic of libraries to automatically resolve pathological situations involving moni-
tor contention on the fly, rather than generating a report quantifying how bad the
symptoms are.

The HotSpot JVM supports multiple frameworks for monitoring the health of
the JVM (e.g. JFR, JVMTI, DTrace). Probes have been placed at specific places in
the JVM that are of particular interest w.r.t. the health of the JVM. The primary use
case is typically to present this information in a comprehensible form to a human
through reporting software that can interpret the results and see if the application
is suffering from any pathological behaviour, which if problematic enough could
result in decisions about manually redesigning the software component, potentially
from a third party, where the pathological behaviour is observed.

In fact, the modifications performed to the JVM to perform upcalls into Java
upon contended monitor enter events, could have been expressed as a JVMTI agent
library written in C. The agent would register JVMTI callbacks upon contended
monitor entered events, which would perform upcalls into Java self-adaptation
logic. For the research purposes of this work, JVMTI was not used, as the author
believes this functionality should be available directly in Java, without having to
add native dependencies to C libraries, and modifying launchers to supply JVM
arguments where said agent libraries can be found.

It would be beneficial if all the already existing tracing, sampling and callback
points in the JVM could have subscribable hooks performing asynchronous up-
calls into Java (not C like JVMTI), into a new self-adaptation library acting as
a mediator between the raw JVM diagnostic information and the self-adaptation
software adapting the running application. This library could track relevant statis-
tics and performance counters, as well as translate the raw JVM-level diagnostic
information into more suitable abstract hooks for the self-adaptation software, cap-
turing software pathologies that may be remedied automatically by self-adaptation
software. This library could make it easier to design more self-adaptive software.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion

The research goals defined in Section 2.1 were the following.

1. Find a non-blocking GC algorithm.

2. Find a mechanism for transforming components automatically to improve
performance.

3. Reflect on the existing interfaces between GC, compilers, OS and runtime
environments and suggest improvements.

1. A non-blocking GC algorithm was designed and implemented in [ÖL16],
which built on the work of [ÖL15].

2. A mechanism for transforming components automatically to improve perfor-
mance was designed and implemented in [ÖL14] which built on the work
of [ÖL13], and summarized in [ÖL17].

3. A reflection on the existing interfaces between GC, compilers, OS and run-
time environments was provided in Chapter 10.

The success criteria for the research goals above were:

1. The non-blocking GC algorithm must be (a) fully automated, e.g., no user
annotation is allowed, and (b) practical, i.e., implementable in real-world pro-
gram environments. With non-blocking as the foremost goal, it should be (c)
high-performant and (d) memory efficient.

2. The component transformation must be (a) fully automated and (b) optimize
performance. It should also be (c) development efficient.

3. Suggested improvements of the existing interfaces between compilers, OS
and runtime environments must be realistic, i.e., implementable in real-world
program environments.

To address the first success criteria, the first non-blocking tracing and compact-
ing GC algorithm was presented [ÖL16]. This fully automated GC technique frees
unused memory and defragments memory, without compromising progress prop-
erties of the software (i.e. lock-free, wait-free and obstruction-free software). This
was achieved by integrating JIT-compilers, GC and OS kernel more closely. It
was integrated into the OpenJDK G1 garbage collector, indicating the algorithm
is practical. The benchmark results looked promising and the memory overheads
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were kept low by placing the forwarding word straight into the mark word of the
objects.

GC techniques were also presented for automatically finding transitive proper-
ties of objects such as immutability (for exploitation of parallelization).

To address the second success criteria, fully automated self-adaptation tech-
niques were also introduced to perform fully automated data structure transforma-
tions to currently ideal representation variants for the operations being performed.
It adapts based on the level of concurrency they are exposed to. High concur-
rency levels were detected by inserting probes in the JVM in the contended lock-
ing paths, allowing the self-adaptation logic to listen to such situations and adapt
to it by transforming to better suited, possibly lock-free component variants. Such
lock-free component variants use a new atomic reference class that can have its
linearization point frozen such that the entire lock-free component may be frozen
whole, so that transformation back into a low contention representation variant can
happen safely. The proposed mechanism improves performance without manual
configuration. Due to the fully automated design, it makes this solution develop-
ment efficient.

To address the third success criteria, a new system call has been suggested to OS
kernels: try get thread state(). It either returns the execution state of a
thread if it is not running on the processor, or returns nothing if it is running on the
processor. If it successfully retrieved the execution state on a not running thread,
it also installs an activation barrier on that thread, forcing it to run a small routine
before it starts running. Exposing this API to the kernel allowed making the block-
free handshaking mechanism that helped solving previously not solved progress
guarantee problems of GC implementations (compacting memory, scanning thread
stacks and finishing marking, while the program is running, and some threads
being potentially uncooperative).

As for the JIT compilers, it is suggested that program counter ranges are main-
tained for critical sections where action needs to be taken upon preemption by
the OS. Maintaining metadata for these critical sections, allowed block-free hand-
shakes to make progress even when threads may get preempted anywhere in the ex-
ecution, at any point in time. Such a technique for special handling preemption in
critical sections is addressed both by the presented try get thread state()
system call, and the new restartable sequences mechanism of the Linux kernel.
The benefit with the presented try get thread state() system call is that
it adds no execution overhead when entering or exiting such critical sections.

As for the self adaptation logic, it is suggested that current probing infrastructure
that is used to monitor the health of a virtual machine, and report where things are
not working so well, such as monitor contention, are changed so that managed
library code can subscribe to such events and automatically adapt itself to remedy
the pathological behaviour, rather than generating a report quantifying how bad
said pathological behaviour is.

Finally, the research questions of this thesis stated in Section 2.1 were the fol-
lowing.
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1. Can we achieve automatic improvements in performance and progress prop-
erties of application software by adjusting the interfaces between garbage
collection, compilers, runtime environments and OS?

2. Can we document these improvements in GC and self adaptive components?

What all the techniques investigated in this thesis have in common is that they
were designed to replace otherwise tedious implementation and design work from
application level programmers, by using automatic algorithms to solve those prob-
lems instead. The algorithms are enabled by integrating components within the
technology stack below the application software level a bit tighter.

Conclusively, by integrating the technology stack below application level, it was
indeed possible to provide automatic solutions to multiple problems that would
otherwise have to be manually solved in application software. Therefore, the suc-
cess criteria for this dissertation have been met.

Therefore, the answer to all of the above research questions is yes, which is a
positive result for this thesis.

11.1 Future Work

This work shows a few techniques that automatically improve performance, la-
tency and progress guarantees of software, by integrating layers below the appli-
cation code more tightly. There is a lot more that can be done in this area. It is
fruitful to consider how managed languages running in virtual machines abstract
away the machine from the source code. Yet this virtual machine more frequently
runs on top of a virtualized OS in a hypervisor. The hypervisor might try to mi-
grate the process of the virtual machine of the application to another machine. But
it does not know that it is working hard to mostly move garbage that is not used
by the application, and the virtual machine does not know it is currently being live
migrated and that an unfortunate GC cycle invalidates live migration work. In fact,
moving GCs conceptually have many similarities with live migration. They both
move the data from one place to another. It seems like letting the virtual machine
of the managed application know about the concept of live migrations could have
fortunate synergies.

11.1.1 Garbage Collection
This research effort focused to a large extent on solving the hardest problems pre-
venting GC algorithms from being non-blocking. The requirements of production
virtual machines of specific languages may require solutions to more problems
that were outside the scope of this work. For example, a concurrent non-blocking
reference processor (supporting multiple levels of reference strengths) and con-
current non-blocking class unloading. For a given programming language, such
functionality may or may not be offered.
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11.1.2 Self-adaptive Components
In the domain of self-adaptive components, there is more to be done as well. For
example, it would be interesting to see if different data representations were op-
timal for different machines. Consider, e.g., performing computations on a large
graph on a multi-socket machine with limited bandwidth. It might be more effi-
cient to maintain replicas of the data on each node instead of having one shared
representation. Another dimension to this is having multiple optimization goals,
e.g., footprint, latency and average/worst-case read/write throughput.
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